Institutional Review Board Minutes  
October 11, 2012  
Burnett Hall Board Room

- Call to order 1:00 pm
- Members Present: John Kraft, Delana Nivens, Elizabeth Desnoyers-Colas, Jane Blackwell, Sean Eastman, Greg Wimer,
- Members not present: John Markham, Sara Plaspohl, John Hobe
- Guests: Titus Colins, Evan Schneider

- The meeting began with a review of the normal full review procedure.
- IRB the board proceeded with the full review and discussed the following issues:

1. Informed consent form:
   a. Board members asked that the phrase, “no risk is foreseen” because some risk was identified in the previous statement. The applicants agreed.
   b. Board members asked that the phrase “I understand that....” be removed and the applicants agreed.

2. The Research Procedures:
   a. The board members were not familiar with the behaviors involved with the physical tests and asked that these procedures to be described. The applicants explained the tests in sufficient detail.
   b. A board member the applicants to explain why 6 months of no health issues is the standard time period for exclusionary criteria. The applicants’ answer satisfied the board member.

- The board voted to approve the application upon editing and resubmitting the informed consent form.

- The meeting soon adjourned after informing the IRB applicants of the board’s decision.